METHODS Free Energy Relations and Equations
We outline the derivation of the relations and equations discussed in the main text that involve various free energies. The starting point is the potential energy part of the partition function for a solute-solvent system Z tot = dr u dr v e −βEtot(ru,rv) (S1) Here, r u and r v abbreviate all the coordinates of atoms constituting the solute and solvent, respectively, and E tot = E u + E uv + E v is the total potential comprising the solute potential (E u ), the solute-solvent interaction potential (E uv ), and the solvent potential (E v ). By introducing the solvation free energy G solv (r u ) for a specific solute configuration r u S1 e −βG solv (ru) = (1/Z v ) dr v e −β[Euv(ru,rv)+Ev(rv)] (S2) where Z v = dr v e −βEv(rv) , one obtains
that solely involves the solute configuration r u . Here enters f = E u + G solv that defines the free energy landscape. f also determines the thermodynamics of the system through
We next outline the derivation of the equation of motion which indicates that the solute dynamics is also dictated by f . The derivation proceeds as follows. (i) The starting point is Newton's equations of motion for the solute variables A u = {r u , p u } and solvent variables A v = {r v , p v }, where p u and p v are the solute and solvent momenta, respectively. (ii) A projection operator P u is introduced that projects any dynamical variable onto the space S-2 spanned by g a = δ(A u − a), where a denotes a specific realization of A u . P u has an effect of projecting out the solvent degrees of freedom from the equation of motion. (iii) We apply the projection-operator formalism developed by Mori and Fujisaka. S2 (The orthonormality of g a is assumed in the original work, but this assumption can easily be removed.) (iv) We assume the time-scale separation between the solute and solvent dynamics. These lead to the following Langevin-type equation for the solute dynamics (with r u,i denoting the position of a solute atom i, m i its mass, and the dot the time derivative):
Here, the bare friction coefficient γ 0 and the random force R u,i are connected by the fluctuationdissipation relation. Equation S4 clearly indicates that the solute dynamics is also dictated by f . It also guarantees that, after long times, the solute configuration r u is populated
proportional to e −βf (ru) , which is in consistent with Equation S3 . From here on, the solute configuration shall be denoted as r for notational simplicity.
The relation between f (r) and the free energy profile F (Q) = −k B T log Z(Q) can be derived as follows. Here, Z(Q) is the restricted partition function defined only with those solute configurations {r} satisfying Q = Q(r):
(In the main text, F (Q) is defined as −k B T log P (Q) with P (Q) = Z(Q)/Z since this definition is more familiar in literature; F (Q)'s from these two definitions differ only by an unimportant overall constant.) Let us introduce a probability distribution P Q (r) defined such that P Q (r) = e −βf (r) /Z(Q) for those configurations satisfying Q = Q(r) and P Q (r) = 0 otherwise. The solute configurational entropy S config (Q) associated with the configurations S-3 conforming to Q = Q(r) can then be defined as
Using P Q (r) = e −βf (r) /Z(Q), we get F (Q) = f (Q) − T S config (Q), where f (Q) = f (r) Q is the average taken with P Q (r).
The relation between F (Q) and the thermodynamic free energy F X for state X (= f or u) can be derived in a similar manner. We shall characterize state X as the certain region of the reaction coordinate: Q > Q f for the folded state and Q < Q u for the unfolded state with
X in the Q-integration refers either to Q > Q f or Q < Q u . Let us introduce a probability distribution P X (Q) defined such that P X (Q) = Z(Q)/Z X when Q belongs to state X and P X (Q) = 0 otherwise. The configurational entropy S distr config,X , associated with the presence of various Q's in state X, can then be defined as
config,X , where . . . Q is the average taken with P X (Q). Thus, the thermodynamic S config,X comprises S config (Q) X and S distr config,X .
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
We investigated the 34-residue form of the pKID region (residues 116-149) and the 87-residue construct of the KIX domain (residues 586-672). We first carried out molecular dynamics simulation for the free pKID and the equilibrium simulations for the pKID-KIX complex:
the former simulation is done to obtain a disordered pKID configuration to be used in the spontaneous binding simulations, and the latter simulations to investigate the nature of the native intermolecular contacts. (All the simulations reported in the present study are summarized in Table S1 .) The initial structures for these simulations were obtained from S-4 the corresponding parts of the NMR complex structure (PDB entry 2LXT S4 ). We then performed spontaneous pKID-KIX binding simulations using the disordered pKID structure taken from the free pKID simulation and the KIX structure from the NMR complex structure, which were placed with a ∼60Å center-of-mass distance. No artificial attractive force was applied between pKID and KIX. All the simulations were done at T = 300 K and P = 1 bar using the pmemd.cuda module in AMBER16 S5 with the CHARMM22* force field S6 and the TIP3P water model. S7 The CHAMBER utility S8 was employed to use CHARMM22*.
The following common procedures were applied to conduct our simulations. The system was filled with water molecules and neutralizing counter ions in a cubic box with a buffer size of 15Å. The energy minimization of the system was first carried out with harmonic restraints of a 500 kcal/(molÅ 2 ) force constant (1000/4000 steps of steepest descent/conjugate gradient minimizations), followed by the one without restraints (5000/5000 steps of steepest descent/conjugate gradient minimizations). We then increased the system temperature from 0 K to 300 K with a 20 ps simulation at constant volume, followed by a 200 ps simulation at P = 1 bar with the Berendsen's method. S9 These equilibration steps were repeated with different seeds for initial velocities to perform independent production runs. The first 5 ns part of the production runs was done at constant pressure, and the rest at constant volume.
Lennard-Jones interactions were truncated at 12Å, and Coulomb interactions were treated with the particle mesh Ewald method. S10 We used the SHAKE algorithm S11 to perform the simulations with a 2 fs time step. A production run of 1 µs length was performed for the free pKID; six independent equilibrium simulations of 1 µs length for the pKID-KIX complex; and ten independent simulations of 1.5 to 10 µs length for the spontaneous pKID-KIX binding. More details of our simulations are summarized in Table S1 .
Structural Analyses
We computed the fraction of native intermolecular contacts (Q int ) and that of native intrapKID contacts (Q pKID ) following the procedure detailed in Ref. S3 based on a list of native S-5 contact pairs. Native contact pairs refer to those heavy atom contact pairs -i atom in residue θ i and j atom in residue θ j separated by less than 4.5Å and satisfying
in the case of intramolecular contacts -found in the native structure, which is usually taken from an X-ray or NMR study. However, if we define native contact pairs for the pKID-KIX complex using the NMR structure (PDB entry 2LXT S4 ), we obtain, on average, Q int = 0.48 and Q pKID = 0.74 from our equilibrium pKID-KIX complex simulations. Since the typical fraction of native contacts exceeds ∼ 0.9 for the simulated folded structures, S3 this implies that the simulated pKID-KIX structures largely deviate from the NMR structure.
Indeed, we observe large (>5Å) Cα root-mean-square fluctuations to the NMR structure as shown in Figure S11 . In this connection, we notice that another peptide -the mixed-lineage leukemia (MLL) peptide -is actually bound in the NMR complex structure (see Figure S11 ), which is removed in our simulations. An inspection of Figure S11 , with the knowledge of the pKID and MLL binding sites on KIX, indicates that the removal of MLL in our simulations significantly affects the KIX and pKID structures. This is in agreement with the presence of allosteric communication between pKID and MLL through KIX. S4 It is therefore inappropriate to adopt the NMR complex structure in defining the native contact pairs, and we instead used the simulated complex structures for this purpose. Rather than choosing a single representative structure, native contact pairs were defined based on well populated contact pairs during the equilibrium complex simulations: with a choice of 50/60/70 % population, we obtain, on average, Q int = 0.87/0.93/0.97 and Q pKID = 0.93/0.93/0.98. The results reported in the main text refer to Q int and Q pKID defined with 70% population: we confirmed that similar results were obtained with choices of 50% and 60% population.
The alpha helical contents were computed based on the DSSP algorithm. Solver) plugin S13 implemented in PyMOL S14 was used for computing the surface electrostatic potential displayed in Figure 4a of the main text.
Computational Procedure of Solvation Free Energy
For each of the simulated solute configurations, we applied the 3D-RISM (three-dimensional reference interaction site model) theory S15,S16 to compute the solvation free energy G solv .
This is an integral-equation theory for obtaining the 3D distribution function g γ (r) of the water site γ at position r around the solute. In this theory, the distribution function is obtained by self-consistently solving the 3D-RISM equation
and the approximate closure relation
Here h γ (r) = g γ (r)−1 and c γ (r) are the total and direct correlation functions, respectively; χ γγ (r) denotes the site-site solvent susceptibility function which can be obtained either from simulations or integral-equation calculations;
and u γ (r) is the solute-solvent interaction potential for a given solute configuration. We used the same numerical procedure as described in Ref. S16 to solve the above equations.
Solvation free energy can then be computed from the following analytical expression:
Here, ρ is the average solvent number density, and Θ is the Heaviside step function.
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Construction of the Free Energy Landscape
The free energy f = E u + G solv that defines the landscape is given by the gas-phase potential energy (E u ), which can be calculated from the force field parameters adopted in the simulations, and the solvation free energy (G solv ), which can be computed from the 3D-RISM theory. The free energy landscape f (Q int , Q pKID ) presented in Figure 3b of the main text was constructed from the successful 10 µs spontaneous pKID-KIX binding simulation as follows. We first computed Q int , Q pKID , and f along the trajectory using 10 6 configurations saved with a 10 ps interval. The results shown in Figure 2c (Q int and Q pKID vs. time) and Figure 3a (f vs. time) of the main text are running averages over 1 ns (100 configurations).
By dividing the configuration space spanned by 0 ≤ Q int ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ Q pKID ≤ 1 into 2500 small areas after discretizing each of Q int and Q pKID into 50 bins, we collected simulated configurations that belong to each small area and then computed the average f value from those configurations; the resulting f (Q int , Q pKID ) is displayed as the surface colored yellow in Figure 3b of the main text. The free energy landscape f (n contact , Q pKID ) shown in Figure 5a of the main text was constructed in a similar manner (the configuration space spanned by 0 ≤ n contact ≤ 400 and 0 ≤ Q pKID ≤ 1 is divided into 50 × 50 = 2500 small areas) by combining all the configurations (1.65 × 10 6 configurations) taken from the nine unsuccessful binding simulation trajectories.
S-8 Figure S2 : Fraction of native intra-pKID contacts (Q pKID ) versus the simulation time from an equilibration simulation of free pKID, initiated from the folded structure taken from the NMR complex structure. The simulated structure at 912 ns is displayed, which was used as the initial pKID structure in our spontaneous pKID-KIX binding simulations. Step 1: make f (Q , Q ) versus Q plot, i.e., the landscape along the folding direction, using the data of Step 2: rotate the curves about "Q = 1.0" axis pKID
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Step 3: remove lines
Step 5: combine
Step 5 Figure S6 : Steps to construct the folding landscape of pKID based on the free energy landscape f (Q int , Q pKID ) shown in Figure 3b of the main text. In the left middle panel, the dashed lines denote the linear fits to the respective curves of the same color. The left bottom panel is obtained using the polar coordinate r = 1 − Q pKID : the linear fits were used for those Q pKID values for which the simulation data are unavailable. Figure S7 : Comparison of the free energy landscape f (Q int , Q pKID ) projected onto the Q pKID axis for the initial diffusive stage (red squares) and the final specific complex stage (cyan squares) taken from Figure 3c of the main text with the result from the equilibration simulation of the free pKID (brown circles) and from the equilibrium pKID-KIX complex simulations (green circles). To obtain f = f pKID + ∆f for the equilibration simulation of the free pKID, from which only f pKID can be computed, we added a constant ∆f estimated from f = f pKID + ∆f of the initial diffusive stage at Q pKID = 0.6.
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Q (fraction of native contacts) relative free energy f Figure S11 : (a) NMR complex structure of PDB entry 2LXT that consists of pKID (colored orange), KIX (green), and MLL (cyan). The MLL peptide is removed when we prepare for the starting configurations of our simulations. (b,c) Cα root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF) relative to the NMR complex structure for pKID (b) and KIX (c). Averages (filled circles) and standard errors (error bars) were computed from the six independent equilibrium simulations of the pKID-KIX complex. Locations of the alpha helices (horizontal bars) and contacting residues (squares) are indicated in each panel. The removal of MLL in our equilibrium pKID-KIX complex simulations affects those residues in KIX which are in contact with MLL in the NMR complex structure (marked with cyan squares). This in turn affects the RMSF values of the pKID residues.
S-21 b Number of independent production runs. 
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